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H E PROBLEM OF THE POET ~n

the Rocky Mountains is made more
than usually difficult by the contemporary trends away from
a kind of verse for which his native materials are best suited: narrative verse which would utilize the many dramatic episodes of
frontier history or nature poetry which would allow him to experiment
with the exotic and picturesque qualities of the natural scene.. He is
caught between the Charybdis of popular poetry, on the one hand, and
the Scylla of sophisticated modem verse, on the other. He can, in
other words, give.up his attempts to express himself in terms of his own
specific environment (which is centered upon historical and scenic
concepts) and accept the broader metaphysical concet:ns of the best
poets among his contemporaries, or he 'can appeal to the popular taste
through the falsely sentimental attitudes of the public toward Western
scenery and the frontier myth.
Neither of these alternatives is attractive to the serious Rocky
Mountain writer. He is faced with the tremendous facts of a natural
environment which compels his attention, but is left without the
means of obtaining sufficient apprenticeship to integrate 'those facts
into an aesthetic form. There is reason to believe that most of the
writing talent in the West has turned to prose, not, as is commonly
believed, because there is a wider reading public (though' this may
have something to do with it), but because of the very diffculty of
acquiring the proper technical ability to express the emotion inherent
in his psychological relationship to his background. As al~ays, however, there are those. who have; persevered, and who have begun to
beat a path for other poets either to follow or to reject, which represents
at least the beginning of a local traditi9n, the final unit binQing the
poet to that vast circuit of general culture which lies beyond his own
geographic area.
(i?
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A Rocky Mountain poet who has taken the way of the cmsader
i~ Thomas Hornsby Ferril of Denver. Early illlpressed by the scenery
of mountain and plain, by the legends of Indians, piqneers, trappers,
and miners, Mr. Ferril has, both in his poetry and in a few prose essays,
been extremely conscious of the problem 6f giving meaning to (or
finding meaning" in) the emotions aroused and the questions raised
by the phenomena of 'nature. His first book of ,verse High Passage
was published by the Yale University Press in 1926 as the twenty-second
volume in their "Younger Poets" series. Yale University also published
his second volume Westering in 1934, while a third book Trial By
Time was i~sued in 1944 by Harpe! and Brothers.
We have rather a clear record concerning Mr. Ferril's intentions
through several essays in whiGh he has been at pains to outline his
program as .a ~estern poet, the first to concern us he~e 1;»eing an
article entitled u~riting in the Rockies" which appeared in the Saturday Review of Literature in 1937. In this essay, Mr. Ferril, following
the lead of Oscar" Wilde, ,who visited Colorado during his American
lecture tour, pointed out that 'the danger in writing of the- Rocky
Mountain scene consisted in the psychological necessity of most poets
for some form of "God finding" or "God identification" as a result of
the stupendous and sublime effects of the natural se~ting. The poet
must learn, Mr. Ferril says, to overcome this tendency if he is to produce poetry. It is not enoqgh to say, "Only God can make a mountain,"
but the scene must be conquered by the poet as man; it must be made
to serve human and rational, n~t non-human and irrational, ends.
It must go beyond the mere tourist-gazing of·visitors from outside the
.
region.
.
Without quarreling with Mr. FerrH's statement of the problem,
we can point out the value of this attitude in such lines as the following
from WesteriJ1g:
But jf I go before these mountains go,
I'm unbewildered by the time of mountains,
I, who have followed life up from the sea
Into a black incision in this' planet,
Can bring an end to stone infinitives.
I have hel~ rivers to my eyes like lenses,
And rearranged the I}lountains at my pleasure,
As one inight change the apples in a bowl,
An«;l-I have walked th€ dim unearthly prairie
From' which these Peaks 'have not yet;blown away.
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But even such mastery of his materials as is indicated in these
lines has come only since publication of Mr. Ferril's second volume.
Some of the earlier attempts were almost purely descriptive, as:

"

This is the river's skeleton,
Bone white, desert dry,
The rocks are skulls with moss for hair
That moves when the wind is high;
This is the outworn chann,d,
The yellow shadows slant'
Through sandy crypts of oven rocks
Where pallid lizards pant.

But it is unfair to Mr.! Ferril to select his earliest poems as ex'amples. More important would be an examination of the subject
matter with which he has dealt. Almost every selection in High
Passage makes some use of the Western theme. There is, however,
much juxtaposition of frontier myth with classical and Old Testament mythology which has the air of experimentation and which the
poet foreswore in his Saturday Review essay. There'is, in almost every
poem, a sense of straining on the part of the author to combine imClgery
and theme, to give meaning to the materials with which he is working.
There is a noticeable dependency upon simple rhythmic forms and
simple rhyme with a surprising number of the poems being written in
a series of quatrains. There is, on the other hand, no experimentation
with unusual forms, so that the fee~ing is that the "regularity represents
an effort on the part of the poet to compensate for an inability to fuse
other elements.
f.1
Between 1926 and 1934, however, there is a .definite indication of
growth. In Westering there is little indication of fumbling for an
integrated point of view. Mr. FerrH seems by this time to have decided
also against the four-line stanza form, and to have adopted a kind of
controlled free verse, not imitative, -but reminiscent of Whitman,
Sandburg, and the early Frost, which gives a more unified tone to the
whole volume. The attitude toward the mountain scenery is firmer,
as indicated in the excerpt from "Time of Mountains," quoted above,
and there is a definite feeling for the Western myth.
, We no longer find a mere reliance upon the'simple juxtaposition
of the present and the past. Mr. Ferril is now concerned with the
problem of relating the one to the other, as in the poem "Fort Vas- quez," where two travelers are passing the old fort in a new automobile.
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They are talking about the development of modem science, and one
of them suddenly notices the ruined remains of the old buildings:

.

The driver usually says:
There's old Foit Vasquez;
Somebody ought to put a marker there!
And some one says:
'
It ought to be restored!
And I'm about to say:
How, beautiful,
With what you know of earth and air and flesh
To let these old walls go the way they're going!
Let's bid them godspeed and be 'on our way!

Or I'm about to say:
How might we best
Unwind a hundred years'! How might w.e now,
Reorganize these elements again _
With -certitude that those who pas~ this way
- Experience alone the works of Vasquez,
4nd nothing that our different hands have added'!

.

.-

There is J10 doubt in the poet's mind about how such landmarks
can best be preserved. They are a part of history, and history is represented in us.: We do not ". -. • unwind a hundred years." History
is still with us, but it is altered ,by' us; it has become a part of us. This
kind of mythological conc~m with history invariably leads -to the
problem of time. The Rocky Mountain poet is made doubly conscious
because his history represents a telescoping of time. Sod shanties that
did not appear until after Lincoln's time are now preserved as relics.
Winchester rifles are antiques, and the buffalo, which furnished food
for the laborers of the Union Pacific, is a symbol of the passage of time,
of a past era. The poet\can say, "I'm . . . ,half as old as the city
is." He is impressed by what had happened in so short a time:
.

,t[~

The prairie twinkles up the Rocky Mountains.
Feel how the city sweeps against the mountains;
Some of those higher lights, I think, are stars.
Feel how the houses crowd and crack uphill.
The headlands buckle with too many houses.
They're trying to find a place where they can stand
Until the r~d lights turn to green again.
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But there are disadvantages to so much change, for:
. . . there's hardly a child in all the sleeping
children
From here to where we thi)lk the stars begin
Who sleeps in a room where a child, his father,
slumbered.

l'

Mr. Ferril's preoccupation with time is suggested in the title to.
his latest volume Trial By Time, but the metaphysical aspects of the
problem tend to lead him ~way from the Western scene. In this last
volume there are occasional improvements in technical ability, a
tightening of imagery, less dependence. upon simple statement and
easy associations of statement, and more variety in the verse forms in
the poe~ concerned with the regional themes. When a broader view
is attempted, however, as in "Let Your Mind Wander Over America"
or in "The Gavel Falls," where the poet attempts to use Amedcan
history divorced from the kind of emotion which is evident in his
mountain poems, ·too much of the content is little more than a
simple listing of familiar names and places, almost as though in the
attempt to widen the scenic focus and to enlarge the scope of thematic
concern, the poet has been called upon for a reorjentation. The level
, of excellence on a strictly techniCal plane is higher th~ in the two
previous volumes, and there are better individual passages, but there
is less unity. Science and the meaning' of scientific discovery have,
partially at least, replaced the interest in nature as such. Science, like..
the mountains, is something that man must hold under control.
But despite this gesture away from the particular regional setting
(or, perhaps, because of it), the general effect of this volume is one
of diffuseness. While Mr. Ferril, in his introduction, deplores what
he calls the "death-bed repentance"'" of American poets since the
beginning of the war, it is clear enough to anyone who reads Trial By
Time closely that the author has succumbed to the same malady.
His best poems are.confined to the familiar Rocky Mountain setting;
his poorest are what he himself calls "road-map poetry, but no sense
of where the road started a long time ago or where it was heading." I
feel that Mr. Ferril knows a great deal about the West where it began
(certainly) and where it is headed (perhaps), but what he has to say
about Harper~s Ferry and the freeing of the slaves does not seem
nearly as important to me-or fo~ America-a~ the following lines
[

I.
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concerning a man who has just picked up a 'buffalo skull on the
Cheyenne plair"s: .
I entered tl!e, trench t1\ey cut through signal Butte,
And I pulled a huffalo bone from the eight foot layer,
And I watched the jasper shards and arrowheads
Bounce in the jigging screen through which fell dust
Of antelope and pieces of the world
Too small to have a meaning to the sifters.
One of them said, when I held the bone in my hand:
"This may 'tum out to be the olqest bison
In North America," and I could have added:
"How strange, for this is one of the youngest
hands
That ever squeezed a rubber bulb to show
How helium particles shoot through water vapor."
And the dry wind out of Wyoming might have answered:
,"Today is going to be long long ago."
Another poet who has confined himself primarily to t~e subject
matter of the Rocky Mountain area is Ted Olson. Like Mr. Ferril,
Mr. Olson appeared first in die "Younger Poets" series, with his first
volume, A Stranger and Afraid, published by Yale University in 1928.
Since then he has published HOIWk's Way, in 1941. The general point
of view of the first volume is indicated by the lines from' Housman
which appear on the title page:
And how am I to face the odds
Of man's bedevilment and God's?
I, a stranger and afraid
In a world I never made.
Mr. Olson )las approac;hed his material from a direction opposite
to that of Mr. Ferril, and it is perhaps significant that the fourth line
of the Hou&man stanza supplied the title fOf ~ novel by the American
"naturalist," James T. Farrell, for Mr. Olson is nearer the tradition
of most Rocky Mountain novelists, seeing the impersonal cruelty and
terror of nature, instead of recognizing, with Thomas Hornsby Ferril,
that there is a grandeur and sublimity in the natural setting which
the poet may serve to bring into some kind of benevolent and humanistic focus. For Mr. Olson"th~ gods are gone and man is'left alone
surrounded by an alien and cruel nature. Having risen from the
slime of one creation, he has been thrown back into ~e slime of

..

an-
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other. "Ours is a race too lean of wit to swell Mythology with one
red, lusty hell!" Man has, he says in one poem, only his laughter to
preserve him.
lNhen the eternal frost draws tight its net
To strangle this half-conscious clod we tread,
We shall go laughing back into the dread
Dark ordure whence we came.
But there is something like a literary pose in the tone of some of
this early verse, something immature in the combination of lusty
dissent and "poetizing." We are not surprised to discover elsewhere
in the volume an attempt to reveal some more positive view of mankind's relation to the earth, as in the following octave from a sonnet
entitled "Farmers."
Farmers grow kindred to the soil they till,
One with the swart hills where their cornlands
Granite is in their gaze, contained and still,
And the slow pulse of rivers in their speech,
They have their silences like those of loam
In winter, obdurate and indifferent.
They tread the land Antaeus-like, at home,
Fed from the turf, indomitable, content.

rea~.

But this is still a literary exercise. Mr. Olson's farmer is from
Iowa, or anywhere except Wyoming, in the first place. The suggestedmysticism, in the second, is neither as true as the statement of it would
make it seem nor original enough to-carry the full burden of the poet's •
feeling. A positive attitude toward nature in general is suggested,
however, and it is presented less c!idactically in a great many other
poems. Sometimes i.t is merely a sentimental celebration of the
mountain seasons, as:
~

Now has another year of roses
Scattered its bright, ep~emeral Harne
Through river-bottom and arroyo
In the high country whence I came.
Or:
A heart's a brittle thing at best,

And easily reft-as you may learn
Should yours be drawn to east or west,
Somewhere your feet may not return.
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;But it was not until the end of his second volume that. Mr. Olson
seems to have combined value and sensitivity into any kind .of artful
whole. His resolution is still a mystical one, but more original and
inclusive tha~ in his early poems, concerned not alone with the feeling
of the farmer for his land, but with the feeling of all people in all
places for the land which they know best and with which they have
identified themselves. In an examination of his Norwegian ancestry .
and the fact that his father left Norway to settl.e in Wyoming, Mr.
Olson finds a conflict between man's identification with place and his
constant restlessness, which is more dramatic and more satisfying than
the simple statement of mystic union. _The concept came, presumably,
as a result of a trip to Norway, and it is expressed in two poe~s of the
second volume, "Salute to Norway" and "Notes Toward a Biography."
The first is concerned with the knowledge that, even in a second gen•
eration, the feeling for place is not obliterated, and both poems take
full advantage of the double-focus 'of the Old World and the New:
Surely I know tha.t it is riot alone
Your blood in me that suddenly kno~s its own.
It is Wyoming that I find
In Norway now because of old I found
So much of Norway in Wyoming, where
You planted all you thought to leave behind.

The second' suggests. an attempt to synthesize much of what has
appeared in the earlier poems. It is, I think, the best of Mr. Olson's
-poems, though containing a fault which was particularly noticeable in
the early short_lyrics, that is, a tendency to end with a surprJsing and
shocking sta~e~entnot always growing out of w~at has gone before:
These waterS',' gray like iron (if iron could take
Snow to itself); bending 1I.s iron benc1&J
StifBy reluctant; cold as iron is,
And as infertile-these are the same waters
My father knew long since, and loved, and left,
And did not see again. My father surely
Walked these same hills, and looked to sea, and saw
The world -beyond it. .Africa he saw,
And India, an~ Japan, and woUld not rest
Till he had known them.' But these hills of Norway
He knew no more. He plowed himself at last
Into a new land-not so unlike his ownMaking Wyoming richer with his bones.

.

•
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The long, inscrutable curve of space returns
Upon itself. And so I come at last,
Sixty years after, to these hills, these waters,
Not quite perceiving why. Is it some hunger
For h,ome that+ lay recessive in the blood
I had from him? Some stubborn tide that sets
Back to familiar shores? I do not know.
Rather, I think, I come from some obscure
Desire to chart my origins, some hope
These hills may tell me what and why I am.
My father held the wheels of tall Norse ships
In tropic hurricanes; drove locomotives
Hard on the trail the emigrant wagons made;
Broke prairie sod, built ditches, proved to scoffers
That grain would thrive where sage and greasewood
throve,
Read history and poetry, and died
At fifty-four. He did not plague himself
With questions or attempt to torture words
To devious attenuated uses,
Or with their flimsy leverage to dislodge
A brute immovable age. Words were a tool,
Like axe, or plow, or sickle, hard and shining
And unmYSterious. He used them well
When there was need for words.
The blood runs thin
And acid in these later generations.
The brain is whetted to a finicking
Acuteness, splintering when it cannot cut.
The lusty curiosity that sent
Our fathers forth to learn a world turns inward
Upon itself, to starve and sicken now
On questions.
I ani glad sometimes my father
Did not live to know his son too well.
These taciturn iron waters take the snow
No more indifferently than they take
My questions to themselves. The hills lie shrunken
Under the weight of winter; and one ship
Goes seaward. Does some tall Norwegian boy
Stand on the deck and look to Africa?
And will he make some new barbarian land
The richer for his bones-the poorer, maybe,
For one questioner?
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For so the cycle
Recurs: one generation hewing boldly
Its signature on life: another seeking
For meanings, doomed by some ironic chance
Never' to be content with any meaning.
So let one cycle end. I have no sons.
Mr. Olson's poet is the decadent and effete child of ,the man of
.action. Art (so far as this concept is not a pose for him) represents
an escape for the weakling. This is the opposite of Mr. Ferril's sounder
conclusions, which see him as the:myth-maker, the preserver of history.
It is. through Mr. Ferril's poet that Nature and the action of the p)oneer are brought into focus, their multiple relationships made mean- '
ingful for our tittle.
A third poet, Brewster Ghiselin, does not belong so unreservedly.
to the Rocky Mountain region as either Mr. FerrH or Mr. Olson.
Coming originally from California, he remains more sensitive to the
traditional images of seascape remembered from his boyhood, less
compelled to solve the particular 'problems that seem so urgent to' the
indigenous Rocky Mountain poets. The unique aspects of the mountain scene are less a general hum~n riddle and more a specific fact of
his own exile, so that the use of its imagery is often a contrast to something that seems richer and m9re ,meaningful in. the imagery of, the
sea, as in "Inland Spring":
Here I shall see the mortal snow recede,
And over the gray the gradual greens tenewed,
And peacock cherries spreading fans of bloom
.On cloud, a counterpoint of flowers and foam.
But not the marvels of that carven coast,
The flowing shores, the sea-reach in the west,
Moon ruled, sun troubled, earth and heaven fed,
Beauty on which the depth of life will feed.

.

But Mr. Ghiselin is quick to grasp the symbols which, have meaning for him, ~d he has the ability to invest them with a richness which
is,op. the whole, more compl~x and interesting than the work of the
other two poets: In the first four lines of "Gull in the Great Basin
Desert," Mr. Ghiselin has expressed the essential emotions of his
mountain" exile:
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Sea gull in level lunge and long
By this white salt far from the foam,
Hungrier than hawk, who come,
Like me, to feed on the desert's fruit.

The gull on the barren waters. of Salt Lake is an apt symbol for
one conscious of removal from the. sea. There are no fish in the
heavily salted water of the lake, and the gull is forced, like the hawk,
to forage for his food away from the water-to become a scavenger.
Such foraging is likened to the poet's need to feed on that to which
he is unaccustomed. The metaphorical significance is given fuller
development Hi" the next stanza.
~-

Unrinsed beside the blue barren lake
You glide, unpuzzled by defect,
Corruption black upon the beak
That gorged the carrion Hesh and fruit.

The unwashed gull with "corruption black upon the beak" expresses the feeling of the exile, but the whole 'scene is charged by the
words "unpuzzled by defect," which explain both the nature of that
feeling and point up the awareness of the man in contrast to the bird.
The defect of the man exists not only on the single level of fact: that
he had allowed himself to leave his proper environment (the word
"unrinsed" puts the whole image on' the level of religious ritual),
but the more potent fact of his awareness raises the theme into a realm
transcending the particulars of local imagery. The poem represents,
at once, the specific facts of the incident as well as the general facts
of the emotion with a compactness of form and a richness of language,
which, finally, is the measure of Mr. Ghiselin's success and of his superiority as poet.
It is, of course, impossible to 'say that a poet would have been
better or worse under this condition or that, but it seems reasonable
to think that Mr. Ghiselin's poetry is of a richer texture, though less
volumi~ous, for the double view. of sea -and mountain. As he says in
his long-poem "Meditation in Exile" ~ "The mountains unmake me."
It is an indication of his integrity that they, do. He is not satisfied
to solve everything by memory, to use a figure from the same poem,
but he must search for the meaning in his new conditions and in the
new landscape.
.
;I
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Oppression strews the horizons, weighs on the
world.,
Leans upward from the mass and myriad interest
Of. the stricken hills, from the dazzle of windings
, draining
The chine and height of the Oquirrhs, from the
slough of the Wasatch.
And yet this land lives: 'here as there,
The snake lies in the shadow< of the flower, .
sleeping;
:
Tl1.e upsweep over the height hurls the hawk. -

But I don't wish to emake the fact of exile too important in the
total of Mr. Ghi~elin's production. It is but one facet, U!0ugh an important one, in the many-sided concerns which his total work indicates,
a ·means whereby he has expressed his own emotional tension and yet
. gone beyond to appeal to the sense of the exile inherent in his reader.
Mr. Ghiselin, though he has published widely in magazines, has
just recently been given publication in book form. His first volume
is titled Against the Circle" and. its meaning is reinforced by a quotation from William Blake on the title page, the lines addressed to·
God: .
If you have form'd a circle to go into
Go into it yourself :illld· see how you would do.
Th~

volume is divided into five ~ctions, the first composed of
poems which the author considers to be of critical value for our time,
many of them late poems dealing with the war; the second made ,up for •
the most part of sea poems, including some_of the earliest of Mr. Ghiselin's work; the .third -representing the personal world- of one who
stands on the line (of the ~ircle), composed of the poems with the exile
theme and poems in which the mountain ~nd sea imagery are either
in balance 01' in contrast; the fourth called "epistemological" poems;
and the fifth composed of personal love poetry. Had Mr. Gtiiselin
published earlier it seems clear that there might have been at least
two earlier volumes, the first representing those works in which the
sea imagery predominates, a second containing the poems of exile, and
.a final volume containing the less personal reflections upon war and
upon general philosophic themes. In this case, there would have
been at least a directional resemblance between his <Ievelopment and ·
the expanding interests of Mr. Ferri!. As it is, Against the
. Circle gives
.
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more the impression,of being a collected work than the usual first
volume of a promising poet. As with Mr. Ferril, there is a sense of
achievement on several levels, the first two (the sea poems and the
exile poems) culminating in the excellent "New World" with its integration of the two -themes in a poem which unifies the ~o early,
predominating types of imagery:
This is the land our fathers came to find;
They found the old world only, they found the
'known
Measures of the moods of their own minds:
The blue mountains' dying, the plain's surmise,
The bones and bountiful nakedn.ess and thought
Of barbarous rock, and the green peace of earth;
They found, the hostile forests of the heart.
This is the earth that should have had our love,
The loam that deepens by the deepening streams,
The mould that feeds the forest and the flower,
The musk and metal of a stony dust:
Three centuries the foothold of our life,
Never the roothold. How could we -love a path?
A place of passage or unwilling rest.
In our blood's need we came from the cold cliffs
Up from the low shores and the smell of spray,
Westward from the duneland and the pines.
We crossed the silent rivers in the plains
And dimbed the abrupt west, and fed our need
With dust and sun and the humming juniper,
And came to a broken coast, the barrier sea:
No earth, a pathless glimmering of waves.
No way behind us but the travelled lands,
No way before us but the lemmings' grave.
This is the opening section of a fairly long poem, but sufficient
to illustrate .not only the use of the co~biQ.ed imagery of seacoast and
mountains, but the use of the whole Western myth. It 'is, in addition,
woven into a tougher fabric than either Mr. Olson or Mr. Ferril would
have been capable of, perhaps tougher than either of them would
have desired; but it indicates also that Mr. Ghiselin has felt more at
ease with the discipline of contemporary trends than they have. Mr.
Ferril has not presented the Western scene with the intensity of the
~owing lines, in which Mr. Ghiselin asks, "Where is the new world?"
,nd replies:
.
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Only in time,
In moments of the individual mind:
Flashes and fragments: seen in the waste wall
And rock-ridge, heart-defining height and
hawkfall
Isolations, and on joshua slopes
Blacked with burnt blocks of rock whose
drummings answer
Bourdon and hornvoice, grooves and gold of
hills,
Music to name our needs: too briefly seen
Be.tween the many voices of the past.

In the final, title-poem of' Mr. FerriI's last 'volume, on the other
hand: one feels that he is striving for compactness of imagery, similar
to Mr. Ghiselin's, but one re~ognizes also a failure to fuse 'the images
~ith the thought, so that the poem is saved from almost complete
obscurity only by t1:le explicit statement. A few lines (not the least
successful) will perhaps be sufficient to illustrate:
.
Out of the tide-slime
~
Credulous we come,
Singing our latest God stabbed and perfumed,
Springing the eye of the enemy from the socket"
Building a ladder to a broken bird,
Meadow and mine to the pocket, _
Dream to the word.

Beginning with the looSe statement of the first two lines, Mr.
Ferril comes nearest to the- form for which he is obviously striving in
the Hopkinsian third and· fourth. The fifth and sixth lines, however,
are little more than a repitition of the third, with the exception that
the fifth gains something from its position following the third-its
contrast to it. But the' final is an extremely slack generalization of the
. meaning inherent in the "1.atest God stabbed and perfumed" of the
third line and of the idea expressed in the images of the ladder to
the broken bird or of the act of transferring "meadow and mine"
from the hills to the pocket in the fourth and ,fifth. The intrusion -of
Western images is unfortunate here, too, because they are almost isolated in a poem which has so little reference to the Western' scene
specifically. The poem falls apart primarily because there is no integration of imagery, because it la~ what most of the poet's verse uses
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so skillfully: a unified scene or narrative as a vehicle for the expres-.
sion of a general thought or emotion. The concept of evolutionary
man which is used in this poem fails because it is obscured by inappropriate imagery and weakened by prose statement when it should be
fused by a related imagery and charged by the exact metaphor.
I have brought up this point in regard to ~r. Ferril because he
has raised it himself. In his introduction to Trial By Time he has indicated clearly that he has a quarrel with most modem poetry. As
Alan Swallow, one of his most fervent well-wishers, has written in a
'recent review, this is unfortunate because it results only in making
his friends into his enemies, his enemies into fric:;nds. It raises questions ,of only peripheral interest to the major body of his work. That
Mr. Ferril has indicated a dislike for T. S. Eliot need not neces~rily
represent a limitation' unless his work indicates, as it' does with so
many who have adopted a'similar attitude, that he is not satisfied to
continue doing what he can do well, but is desirous also of beating
other poets at their own game. Undoubtedly the above poem is just
such an attempt. Mr. Ghiselin, on the other hand, has succeeded in
reconciling the materials of the region (of two regions as it happens
in this particular case) to the uses of the present tradition. Without
raisirig the question of why the majority of poets of the' present have
adopted what might be called loosely the metaphysical style, or the
question of whether this particular style is suited to the Western
theme, it seems clear that the conventions of the moment need not rule
out the kind of verse written by anyone of .these authors. There is
no reason why Mr. Ferril, for instance, should not have written such a
poem as "Trial by Time"-if he could have brought it off successfully,
but it seems clear from an examination of his work that his perception
is primarily for the tone and color of a scene or for a relationship of
man and nature which is nearer to Wordsworth's conception than it
is to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, where most modem
poetry has its roots. To say it differently, he is nearer to Robert Frost
or to Carl Sandburg than he is to Yeats and Eliot; and I mean -no disrespect to anyone in saying so. To continue the analogue for what general truth there is in it, Mr. Olson's position is reminiscent of the Victorian variations of nineteenth century romanticism,' while Mr. Ghiselin
would appear to be nearer the main-stream, with its sources in the
Elizabethans and the metaphysical school, through Blake and, the
French symbolists to Eliot. Ne~ther Mr. Olson nor Mr. Ferril, for
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example, would have 'Yfitten the" following, the signature poem of
"Mr. Ghiselin's forthcoming book:.
"
With tiger pace and swinging head,
With gentle tread "and t.urning" grace
The walking stripes, the walking stripes
Of the mind stride in their too-little place.
But what if it escaped and ,walked
In the· green city?
There is no- city, said the tiger mind.
3c

There \s the cage, the absolute bar,
Things as they are, that bind my rage
And wrap my claws, said the turning jaws
And prisoner eyes in their too-little place•

.

But what if it burst its world and ran
To the snake-green jungle?
There is no j~gle, sighed the strjped mind.

"-

.
- ",
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